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ABSTRACT Regulatory protein p4 from Bacillus subtilis
phage 4)29 represses the strong viral A2c promoter (PA2c) by
preventing promoter clearance; it allows RNA polymerase to
bind to the promoter and form an initiated complex, but the
elongation step is not reached. Protein p4 binds at PA2c
immediately upstream from RNA polymerase; repression
involves a contact between both proteins that holds the RNA
polymerase at the promoter. This contact is held mainly
through p4 residue Argl20, which is also required for activa-
tion of the 4)29 late A3 promoter. We have investigated which
region of RNA polymerase contacts protein p4 at PA2c.
Promoter repression was impaired when a reconstituted RNA
polymerase lacking the 15 C-terminal residues of the a
subunit C-terminal domain was used; this polymerase was
otherwise competent for transcription. Binding cooperativity
assays indicated that protein p4 cannot interact with this
mutant RNA polymerase at PA2c. Protein p4 could form a
complex at PA2c with purified wild-type a subunit, but not
with a deletion mutant lacking the 15 C-terminal residues.
Our results indicate that protein p4 represses PA2c by inter-
acting with the C-terminal domain of the a subunit of RNA
polymerase. Therefore, this domain of the a subunit can
receive regulatory signals not only from transcriptional acti-
vators, but from repressors also.

RNAP can act as a receiver for the interaction of a repressor
using the phage (129 A2c promoter as model.
We have recently reported that transcription repression by

phage (129 regulatory protein p4 at the viral A2c promoter
involves an interaction between protein p4 and RNAP that
holds the latter at the promoter as an initiated complex (21).
Repression occurs at the step of promoter clearance. Protein
p4 binds at PA2c immediately upstream from the RNAP, to a
site centered at about position -72 with respect to the
transcription start site. In the presence of protein p4, the
RNAP can bind to the promoter and form a complex that can
generate abortive initiation transcripts 10 to 13 nt in length, but
cannot proceed to an elongation complex. Mutation of protein
p4 residue Argl20 renders a protein that can bind to DNA but
cannot repress PA2c and has lost its ability to bind coopera-
tively with RNAP to the promoter. This suggests that the
protein p4 region containing residue Argl20 is critical for the
contact with RNAP that leads to transcription repression. We
have analyzed the role of the RNAP a subunit in the repression
process by using a reconstituted B. subtilis RNAP containing
a mutant a subunit lacking the 15 C-terminal residues of the
carboxyl end. The results strongly suggest that protein p4
represses PA2c by interacting with the CTD of the RNAP a
subunit.

Eubacterial RNA polymerase (RNAP) is a multicomponent
enzyme composed of at least five subunits, a2,313'o-. While the
a21313' "core" undertakes the elongation of the transcript (for
review, see ref. 1), the sigma factor determines the promoter
specificity of RNAP and interacts also with certain transcrip-
tional activators (2-7). The a subunit plays several roles (for
reviews, see refs. 1, 8, and 9). It is a dimer in solution and has
two independent domains connected by a flexible linker (10,
11). The N-terminal domain serves as the initiator for RNAP
assembly (12-14). The C-terminal domain (CTD), which can
fold independently and dimerizes at high concentrations (10,
11), seems to be dispensable for transcription at some pro-
moters (8, 10). This domain interacts with several transcrip-
tional activators in a way that leads to stimulation of tran-
scription (for review, see ref. 8; see also refs. 15 and 16). In
addition, this domain can bind specifically to an accessory
(A+T) rich promoter region, named UP element, present at
the -40 to -60 region of certain promoters (10, 17-19). The
importance of the a subunit in transcription activation raises
the question of its possible role as a receiver for regulatory
signals from transcriptional repressors. Indeed, it has been
recently proposed that the a subunit of Escherichia coli RNAP
could play a role in repression of the gal promoter by the Gal
repressor, though the mechanism remains unclear (20). We
have investigated whether the a subunit of Bacillus subtilis

METHODS

Proteins. B. subtilis o-A-RNAP holoenzyme was purified as
described (22). Protein p4 and its mutant derivative R120Q
were obtained from overproducing cells as described (23);
their concentration is expressed as mol of protein dimers.
Wild-type B. subtilis RNAP a subunit, as well as its deletion
derivative, were purified according to ref. 16. Reconstitution
of RNAP holoenzyme to substitute wild-type a subunit by the
deletion derivative lacking the 15 C-terminal residues of the
carboxyl end was performed- as described (16). The specific
activity of the reconstituted RNAPs was calculated from their
ability to transcribe from the (D29 early C2 promoter, consid-
ering nonreconstituted RNAP as control. The RNAP orA
subunit was purified as described (24).

In Vitro Transcription. Transcription reactions were per-
formed with full-size ()29 DNA as template, essentially as
described (21). Reactions contained, in a total volume of 25 ,ul,
300 ng of template DNA, 200 AM each of ATP, CTP, GTP,
and UTP, 25 mM Tris HCl (pH 7.5), 10 mM MgCl2, 40 mM
ammonium sulfate, 2 ,g poly(dIdC), 2 mM dithiothreitol, 7.5
units of RNasin ribonuclease inhibitor, B. subtilis aA RNAP,
and, where indicated, protein p4. The concentration of non-
reconstituted RNAP was 9 nM; reconstituted RNAPs were
added in equivalent amounts in terms of specific activity (see
above). The concentration of protein p4 ranged from 130 nM

Abbreviations: RNAP, RNA polymerase; CTD, C-terminal domain.
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to 1.3 ,M. RNAs were analyzed by primer extension with
appropriate primers as described (25). The cDNAs obtained
were resolved by denaturing PAGE, and detected and quan-
tified using a Fuji BAS-IIIs imaging analyzer. Transcription
signals for the A2c promoter were normalized in all cases with
respect to those obtained from the 029 C2 promoter, which is
independent of protein p4 and was used as an internal control.

Band-Shift Assays. The DNA substrate used was a 198-bp
fragment containing the A2c promoter that was obtained from
plasmid pMM13 (21) with endonucleases EcoRI and HindIII
and labeled by filling in the 3'-recessive ends with Klenow
enzyme in the presence of [a-32P]dATP, dTTP, dCTP, and
dGTP. Binding reactions were performed essentially as de-
scribed (21), and contained, in 20 ,ul, DNA substrate (1000
cpm), 25 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.5), 10 mM MgCl2, 2 ,ug of
poly(dIFdC), 2 ,ug of bovine serum albumin, and, where
indicated, protein p4 (0.1 ,tg, 165 nM), B. subtilis oA-RNAP
(either 2.25 or 9 nM for wild-type nonreconstituted RNAP,
and an equivalent amount in terms of specific activity for
reconstituted RNAPs), or the purified a subunit of RNAP
(1.16 AM). The mixtures were incubated for 10 min at 37°C, 4
,ul of 30% glycerol was added, and the samples were loaded
onto a 4% polyacrylamide gel at 4°C.
DNase I Footprinting. Binding reactions were as described

for band-shift assays, at the protein concentrations indicated in
the figure legends; the DNA was labeled at the strand coding
for early genes. The footprinting reaction was performed as
described (21).

RESULTS
Deletion of the 15 C-Terminal Residues of the RNAP a

Subunit Impairs the Ability of Protein p4 To Repress PA2c.
The role of the RNAP a subunit in the protein p4-mediated
repression of the A2c promoter was first addressed by in vitro
transcription assays performed with reconstituted RNAPs
harboring either a wild-type a subunit or a mutant a subunit
lacking the 15 C-terminal residues of the CTD (aA15-RNAP).
This mutant RNAP is known to transcribe efficiently from
PA2c and from several other viral promoters (16). As control,
parallel assays were performed with nonreconstituted RNAP.
As shown in Fig. 1, protein p4 repressed the A2c promoter
when wild-type (reconstituted or nonreconstituted) RNAP
was used, but repression was impaired when aA15-RNAP was
used. Therefore, the CTD of the RNAP a subunit appears to
be important for the protein p4-mediated repression of the
A2c promoter.
A RNAP Lacking the 15 C-Terminal Residues of the ai

Subunit Cannot Interact with Protein p4 at PA2c. The binding
of protein p4 and aA15-RNAP to the A2c promoter was
analyzed by DNase I footprinting. In the absence of additional
factors, wild-type RNAP (either nonreconstituted or recon-
stituted) binds to PA2c, forming an open complex that gives a
DNase I footprint spanning positions -54 to +20 relative to
the transcription start site (Fig. 24, lane c; ref. 21). If the
initiating nucleotides GpU, ATP, and GTP are present, the
RNAP transcribes up to position + 10, where it stops due to the
absence of the next nucleotide to be incorporated, UTP. This
is reflected by a displacement of the footprint, which now spans
from positions -10 to +30 (Fig. 2A, lane e). In the absence of
RNAP, protein p4 gives no detectable DNase I footprint at
PA2c (21). In its presence, protein p4 binds to PA2c efficiently
and generates a DNase I footprint just upstream from that of
RNAP, protecting up to position -88 (Fig. 2A, lane d). If both
protein p4 and the initiating nucleotides are present (GpU,
ATP, and GTP, but not UTP), the RNAP can also transcribe
up to position +10, since protein p4 repression is exerted at a
later step of the initiation process (Fig. 2A, lane f). Some
interesting differences were observed when the aAl5-RNAP
was used. In the absence of protein p4 and of the initiating
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FIG. 1. Effect of a deletion at the carboxyl end of the RNAP a

subunit on protein p4-mediated repression of the A2c promoter.
Phage 4)29 DNA (9 nM.) was incubated with increasing concentrations
of protein p4 (0.13 to 1.3 ,M) and nonreconstituted RNAP (indicated
as NR), wild-type reconstituted RNAP (indicated as WT), or RNAP
reconstituted with an a subunit lacking the 15 C-terminal residues of
its carboxyl end (indicated as aAl15). Nonreconstituted RNAP was
added at 9 nM. Reconstituted RNAPs were added in equivalent
amounts in terms of specific activity. The transcripts generated from
the A2c promoter were detected by primer extension. As an internal
control, the transcription levels from the phage 429 early C2 pro-
moter, which is not regulated by protein p4 (see 25 and references
therein), were also analyzed at each protein p4 concentration. The
amounts of RNA generated from PA2c were normalized in all cases
with respect to the transcription levels observed from PC2. The graph
shows the decrease in PA2c activity as the concentration of protein p4
increases.

nucleotides, this mutant RNAP generated a footprint at PA2c
very similar to that of wild-type RNAP, except that some
protections were missing in the -50 region, just at the up-
stream border of the RNAP site (Fig. 2A, lane k). These
differences are likely related to the deletion at the a-CTD,
since a RNAP reconstituted with a wild-type a subunit gave a
footprint identical to that observed with nonreconstituted
RNAP (Fig. 2A, lane g). Therefore, the DNase I footprints
suggest that the a subunit is probably in close contact with the
DNA at the -50 region of the promoter, which is consistent
with the current view of the role played by the a-CTD in
promoter recognition (9). When the initiating nucleotides, but
not protein p4, were included in the reaction mixtures, wild-
type and mutant RNAPs gave essentially identical footprints
(Fig. 2A, lanes e, i, and m). Binding of protein p4 to the
promoter was not detected in the presence of aA15-RNAP
(Fig. 2A, lane 1), while binding was efficient when wild-type
(reconstituted or nonreconstituted) RNAPs were used (Fig.
2A, lanes d and h); the same -result was obtained both in the
absence or presence of the initiating nucleotides (Fig. 2A,
compare lanes 1 and n). This suggests that the last residues of
the a-CTD are necessary for the stabilization of protein p4 at
the promoter. When the four NTPs were supplied and protein
p4 was absent, no footprint was detected for wild-type RNAP
at the promoter, as expected if elongation complexes are
continuously being formed (Fig. 2B, lane a). If protein p4 was
present, wild-type RNAP was trapped at the promoter as a
stable initiated complex, generating a DNase I footprint from
position -10 to a site located at about +20 (Fig. 2B, lane b;
the downstream endpoint is not clear, probably because we are
looking at a dynamic complex that is in repeated cycles of
abortive transcription; see ref. 21). Protein p4 remained bound
to its site in this initiated complex. Nevertheless, if aA15-
RNAP was used, no footprint was observed for RNAP,
indicating that protein p4 is not able to bind and hold the
polymerase at the promoter when the 15 C-terminal residues
of the RNAP a subunit are lacking (Fig. 2B, lane d).
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FIG. 2. Complexes formed at the A2c promoter in the absence or presence of protein p4 by a RNAP reconstituted with the aAl15 subunit. The
complexes formed at PA2c by nonreconstituted RNAP (indicated as NR), wild-type reconstituted RNAP (indicated as WT), or a RNAP
reconstituted with an a subunit lacking the 15 C-terminal residues of the carboxyl end (indicated as aAl5), in the absence or presence of protein
p4, were analyzed by DNase I footprinting. A 198-bp fragment containing the A2c promoter, labeled at the strand coding for the early genes, was
used (see Methods). In A, the initiating nucleotides (1 mM GpU, 200 ,uM ATP, and 200 ,uM GTP) were included where indicated, while in B the
four NTPs (200 ,uM each) were added. The final concentration of RNAP was 9 nM for nonreconstituted RNAP and an equivalent amount in terms
of specific activity for reconstituted RNAPs. Protein p4 concentration was 1.65 ,uM. The binding sites for protein p4 (solid bar) and RNAP (hatched
bar) are indicated. In the region marked by the darker hatched bar, the footprint is different when RNAP is bound to DNA alone or in the presence
of protein p4 (21). Relevant positions relative to the transcription start site are indicated with arrows. Open arrows indicate positions protected
by wild-type RNAP but not by aA15-RNAP.

It has been observed that the electrophoretic mobility in a
band-shift gel of the RNAP-PA2c initiated complex increases
when protein p4 is present, probably because protein p4
modifies the conformation of the complex (21). Band-shift gels
frequently allow the detection of unstable protein-DNA com-
plexes that are not visible by DNase I footprinting (26).
Therefore, the binding of protein p4 to PA2c in the presence
of aA15-RNAP was also investigated by band-shift assays. As
shown in Fig. 3, the presence of protein p4 modified the
mobility of the wild-type RNAP-PA2c-initiated complex, both
in the case of reconstituted or nonreconstituted RNAPs.
However, when the aA15-RNAP was used, protein p4 was

basically unable to modify the mobility of the initiated com-

plex, which again suggests that protein p4 cannot bind effi-
ciently to the promoter when the 15 C-terminal residues of the
a-CTD are deleted. The small band visible below that corre-
sponding to the aA15-RNAP-PA2c complex in the presence of
protein p4 is probably due to the small percentage (about 5%)
of wild-type RNAP present in the reconstituted azA15-RNAP
preparation (16).
The above assays analyzed either open complexes (DNase I

footprints) or initiated complexes (DNase I footprints and
band shifts), which are known to be stable (21). However, at
low temperature (4°C) and in the absence of the initiating
nucleotides, the RNAP alone forms an unstable closed com-

plex at the A2c promoter. Under these conditions and at low
RNAP concentrations, the RNAP does not bind in a stable way
to PA2c when protein p4 is absent, but binding is efficient
when protein p4 is present (ref. 21; see Fig. 4). Note that
band-shift assays do detect a protein p4-DNA complex in the
absence of RNAP, while this was not the case in the DNase I
footprints described above that were performed at 37°C.
Therefore, it is clear that protein p4 and RNAP can stabilize
each other at the promoter. This highlights the binding coop-
erativity of both proteins to DNA. We took advantage of the
sensitivity of this assay to further analyze if protein p4 and
aA15-RNAP can bind cooperatively to the promoter. As
shown in Fig. 4, protein p4 could not stabilize the azl15-RNAP
at the promoter. Again, the absence of the 15 C-terminal
residues of the a-CTD led to a loss of binding cooperativity
between protein p4 and RNAP at PA2c, suggesting that the
contact between both proteins is held through the a-CTD.

Protein p4 Bound at PA2c can Form a Complex with
Purified ai Subunit: Role of the a-CTD. The interaction
between protein p4 and the a subunit of RNAP at PA2c was

analyzed by band-shift assays using purified a subunit. As
shown in Fig. SA, the purified a subunit could not bind by itself
to the A2c promoter. Nevertheless, in the presence of protein
p4, a complex was formed with a mobility slower than that
corresponding to the p4-DNA complex, suggesting that the
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FIG. 3. Effect of protein p4 on the complexes formed at the A2c
promoter by a RNAP reconstituted with the aA15 subunit. The
complexes analyzed in Fig. 2 in the presence of the initiating nucle-
otides were resolved in a band-shift gel at 4°C. When RNAP forms an
initiated complex, its interaction with protein p4 generates a complex
that, presumably because of its different geometry, migrates faster
than that formed when protein p4 is absent (21). No such change in
mobility was observed when the aA15-RNAP was used.

purified a subunit is now bound to the p4-DNA complex.
When protein p4 was substituted by its mutant derivative
R120Q, in which residue Argl20 has been changed to Gln,
rendering a protein that binds to DNA normally but cannot
repress PA2c (21), the a subunit could not shift the band
corresponding to the p4-DNA complex. Similarly, no band-
shift was observed when, instead of the wild-type a subunit, the
aA15 derivative was used (Fig. SB). Therefore, both Argl20
from protein p4 and the 15 C-terminal residues of the a subunit
are essential for the formation of the complex containing both
protein p4 and a subunit at PA2c.

DISCUSSION
The results described above, together with our earlier obser-
vations about how protein p4 represses PA2c (21), strongly
suggest that protein p4 interacts with the a subunit of RNAP
at the A2c promoter in a way that results in promoter
repression. This conclusion is supported by the following
results: (i) repression of PA2c by protein p4 requires a RNAP

A p4 - WT R120Q
C - + _+ _+

p4+a o q
p4 * _ _

FIG. 4. Role of the CTD of the RNAP a subunit in the cooperative
binding of protein p4 and RNAP. holoenzyme at the A2c promoter. As
a consequence of their interaction, protein p4 and RNAP bind
cooperatively at the A2c promoter (21). This is particularly clear at low
RNAP concentrations and at 4°C, because under these conditions
closed RNAP-promoter complexes are unstable and are not detected
in band-shift gels unless protein p4 is present. The figure shows the
complexes formed at PA2c, in the absence or presence of protein p4
(0.16 t,M), by nonreconstituted RNAP (indicated as NR), RNAP
reconstituted with wild-type a subunit (indicated as WT), or RNAP
reconstituted with an a subunit lacking the 15 C-terminal residues
(indicated as aA15), analyzed in a gel retardation assay. The final
concentration of RNAP was 2.25 nM for nonreconstituted RNAP and
an equivalent amount in terms of specific activity for reconstituted
RNAPs. An end-labeled 198-bp fragment containing the A2c pro-
moter was used as substrate. The complexes were resolved by nonde-
naturing PAGE (4%) at 4°C. The positions corresponding to the
p4-DNA complex (indicated as p4), and to the complex formed by
RNAP in the presence of protein p4 (indicated as RNAP+p4), are
shown with arrows.

containing the 15 C-terminal residues of the a-CTD; (ii) the
cooperative binding of protein p4 and RNAP to the A2c
promoter is dependent on the presence of the 15 C-terminal
residues of the RNAP a-CTD; (iii) protein p4 can recruit
purified a subunit to the A2c promoter, though the complex
is not formed when the 15 C-terminal residues of the a-CTD
are eliminated. In addition, protein p4 residue Argl20 is
critical for promoter repression, for the cooperative binding of
protein p4 and RNAP to the promoter (21), and for the
binding of purified a subunit to the promoter. Residue Argl20
is believed to lie in the surface of protein p4, in a region
accessible to RNAP (refs. 21, 23, and 27; see below). There-
fore, we propose that repression of the A2c promoter involves

B p4 +..
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Free DNA-' I_h_ Free DNA- __NW

FIG. 5. Binding of purified a subunit to the A2c promoter. (A) Effect of protein p4. An end-labeled 198-bp DNA fragment containing the A2c
promoter was incubated with or without purified a subunit (1.16 ,uM), in the absence or presence of either the wild-type protein p4 (0.16 ,uM,
indicated as WT) or the protein p4 mutant R120Q (0.16 t,M). This protein p4 derivative has a mutation in residue Argl20 that renders the protein
unable to repress the A2c promoter (21). The complexes formed were resolved by nondenaturing PAGE (4%) at 4°C. The positions corresponding
to the complexes formed either by protein p4 (indicated as p4) or protein p4 and a subunit (indicated as p4+a) are shown with arrows. (B) Role
of the a subunit CTD. An end-labeled 198-bp DNA fragment containing the A2c promoter was incubated, in the absence or presence of protein
p4 (0.16 ,iM), with either wild-type a subunit (1.16 /jLM, indicated as WT) or with the deletion derivative aA15 (1.16 ,uM). The complexes formed
were resolved in a 4% nondenaturing polyacrylamide gel at 4°C. The positions corresponding to the complexes formed either by protein p4 or protein
p4 and a subunit (p4+ a) are indicated with arrows.
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an interaction between residue Argl20 from protein p4 and the
CTD of the RNAP a subunit, and that the 15 C-terminal
residues of the a subunit are required for this interaction. We
cannot say at present whether the contact is held through any
of the 15 C-terminal residues of the a-CTD or if the aA15
deletion affects to the structure of the a-CTD in a way that
makes it unresponsive to protein p4. The structure of the E. coli
a-CTD has been solved recently (28). The B. subtilis and E. coli
a-CTDs are rather homologous (38% identity, 65% similarity),
which allows not only a confident alignment of their amino acid
sequences, but suggests that, very likely, the polypeptides will
have the same secondary structure (29). Taking this into
account, we could predict that the deletion has eliminated the
C-terminal half of the last a-helix of the a-CTD. Therefore,
our aA15 subunit should still conserve the residues that are
equivalent to those that in the E. coli a-CTD are thought to be
involved in DNA binding and in interaction with many (but not
all) activator proteins (15, 28, 30). Nevertheless, since we
cannot rule out if the deletion has affected the structure of
these regions, our results do not allow to conclude whether the
a-CTD residues that interact with protein p4 are located within
the 15 C-terminal amino acids of the a subunit or at another
closely located position.
The recent findings reported for the role of the RNAP a

subunit in promoter recognition and transcription initiation
allow us to envisage how this repression may take place. The
current model (9) holds that the a-CTD makes no specific
interactions with the DNA at a promoter lacking an UP
element, but interacts specifically with the (A+T)-rich UP
sequence at those promoters having it, resulting in a higher
RNAP-DNA association constant and, possibly, in a modifi-
cation of RNAP organization. When the UP element is absent,
an interaction between an activator protein and the a-CTD can
help to stabilize a nonspecific binding of the a subunit to DNA,
thereby increasing the binding constant and/or inducing a
change in the RNAP itself that favors transcription initiation.
Our results show that the interaction between protein p4 and
the a subunit can also have a repressing outcome. This
conclusion is in line with a recent report suggesting that the Gal
repressor inhibits transcription initiation after RNAP has
bound to the promoter by directly or indirectly altering the
a-CTD in a way that hinders transcription initiation (20).

It is still unclear what modifications are triggered at the
RNAP-promoter complex by the contacts between the regu-
latory protein (activator or repressor) and the a subunit of
RNAP. In this respect, it is interesting to note that protein p4
has different effects on different promoters. The role of
protein p4 in the phage (129 infection cycle is to regulate the
switch from early to late transcription by repressing the main
early promoters, PA2b and PA2c, and simultaneously activat-
ing the promoter for late genes, PA3 (see ref. 25 and references
therein). Protein p4 binds at two independent sites, one of
them located at the overlapping A3/A2b promoters, and the
other one at PA2c (see Fig. 6). The binding site of protein p4
at the A3 promoter is centered at position -82 relative to the
transcription start site (32). This site partially overlaps with the
-35 box of the early A2b promoter, which is oriented opposite
to PA3. As a consequence, protein p4 hinders the binding of
RNAP to the A2b promoter (33) and simultaneously stimu-
lates RNAP binding to PA3 as a closed complex (34). To
activate the late A3 promoter, protein p4 should interact with
RNAP (23). This interaction occurs between the protein p4
surface containing Argl20 (23, 27) and the a-CTD of RNAP;
the 15 C-terminal residues of the a subunit are also required
for the interaction (16). In other words, the same surface of
protein p4 that interacts with the RNAP a-CTD at the late A3
promoter stimulating transcription also interacts with the
RNAP a-CTD at the early A2c promoter, but in this case
repressing transcription. The interaction of protein p4 with the
a-CTD, though leading to a different final outcome at each

promoter, has a common consequence: it stabilizes the RNAP
at both promoters. At PA3, the stabilization does not hinder
the following steps of the initiation process (34), while at PA2c
the protein p4-RNAP complex is very stable and the RNAP
gets trapped at the promoter (21). Though the interaction
involves the same surface of protein p4 at the two promoters,
the proteins are located at different relative distances in each
case: protein p4 binding site is centered at position -82 at PA3
and at position -72 in PA2c. In addition, PA2c contains a
good consensus sequence for oA-RNAP at the -35 region,
while PA3 does not. These may be the key factors determining
whether activation or repression occurs. In both cases, protein
p4 would lie on the same side of the DNA helix as RNAP (21,
33). In principle, protein p4 binding at position -72 is not
expected to be particularly disturbing for transcription initia-
tion, since for example the CAP and FNR proteins can activate
transcription when bound at positions -41.5, -61.5, -71.5,
and -82.5 (35-37). Nevertheless, protein p4 seems to trap
RNAP at PA2c precisely at the point of maximum stress,
where it must make the transition to an elongation complex
(21). A strong protein p4 contact to a-CTD and of RNAP to
the promoter at this transition point may direct it into an
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FIG. 6. Regulation of promoters A2b, A2c, and A3 by protein p4.
(A) In the absence of protein p4, the strong early A2b and A2c
promoters are active, and early genes are expressed. RNAP is unable
to bind to the late A3 promoter in the absence of protein p4. (B) When
protein p4 (an early protein) accumulates in the infected cell, it binds
both to PA2c and to a site overlapping promoters A2b and A3. This
leads to repression of the early A2b and A2c promoters and to
activation of the late A3 promoter. (C) Protein p4 repression of PA2c.
Protein p4 allows RNAP to synthesize short transcripts 10-12 nt in
length, but does not permit promoter clearance (21). RNAP can move
about 10 nt downstream with respect to the open complex, but seems
to remain attached to protein p4 through the carboxyl end of the a
subunit (the rf subunit is depicted with discontinuous line because we
have not analyzed whether it is still present in this complex). Under
identical conditions, the RNAP a subunit at PA3 can break its contacts
with protein p4 and form an elongation complex (RNAP depicted by
a discontinuous line). The large protein represents RNAP; the pro-
posed position of the a subunit, and of the N- and C-terminal domains
of the a subunit (aN and aC, respectively) are indicated (adapted from
ref. 31). These two domains are connected by a flexible linker (10, 11).
The small dark-filled protein depicts protein p4, which binds to PA3
as a tetramer (27). Promoter start sites are indicated with arrows;
arrows contain a cross when promoters are inactive or repressed.
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abortive pathway. When protein p4 is positioned at -82, the
strong p4-a-CTD contact is probably broken when RNAP
begins RNA synthesis and starts the abortive cycle. Indeed,
promoters containing good consensus elements leading to
strong RNAP binding to the promoter have been shown to be
rate-limited at the step of transition from abortive to produc-
tive transcription (38). Other alternatives are also possible: the
regulator may interact with different residues of the a-CTD at
PA2c and PA3 because of the different relative positions of
both proteins, and/or it may place the a-CTD at a different
position at the promoter in each case. Additional research is
needed to elucidate this issue.
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